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BACK TO BALLS IN BILLIARDS
FRANC¸OISE PE`NE AND BENOIˆT SAUSSOL
Abstract. We consider a billiard in the plane with periodic configu-
ration of convex scatterers. This system is recurrent, in the sense that
almost every orbit comes back arbitrarily close to the initial point. In
this paper we study the time needed to get back in an ε-ball about the
initial point, in the phase space and also for the position, in the limit
when ε → 0. We establish the existence of an almost sure convergence
rate, and prove a convergence in distribution for the rescaled return
times.
1. Introduction
1.1. Periodic Lorentz gas. We consider a planar billiard with periodic
configuration of scatterers. Such a model is also called a Lorentz process.
The motion of a free point particle bouncing on the scatterers according to
Descartes’ reflection law defines a flow. The flow conserves the initial speed,
so that without loss of generality we will assume that the particle moves
with unit speed. This is a Hamiltonian flow which preserves a Liouville
measure. Observe that the phase space is spatially extended and thus the
measure is infinite. We will suppose that the horizon is finite, i.e. the time
between two consecutive reflections is uniformly bounded.
We are interested in the quantitative aspect of Poincare´’s recurrence for
the billiard flow. It is known that this system is recurrent, in particular
almost every orbit comes back arbitrarily close to the initial point . In this
paper, our goal is to study the return time in balls, in the limit when the
radius goes to zero. Our main result is that
(i) the time Zε to get back ε-close to the initial point in the phase space
is of order exp( 1
ε2
) for Lebesgue almost all initial conditions
(i’) the time Zε to get back ε-close to the initial position is of order exp(1ε )
for Lebesgue almost all initial conditions
(ii) we determine the fluctuations of ε2 logZε and of ε logZε by proving
a convergence in distribution to a simple law.
This subject has been well studied recently in the setting of finite mea-
sure preserving transformations and typical behavior has been prove in a
variety of chaotic systems: exponential statistics of return time, Poisson
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Figure 1. Motion of a point particule in the Lorentz process
law, relation between recurrence rate and dimensions (see e.g. [1] for a state
of the art in a probabilistic setting; also [2, 8]). The present work differs
by two points from the existing literature. First, the system in question
has continuous time; second, the main novelty is that its natural invari-
ant measure is σ-finite. Very few works have appeared on the topic in this
situation [3, 12, 23].
A first reduction of the dynamics at the time of collisions with the scat-
terers (Poincare´ section) and a second reduction by periodicity defines the
praised billiard map. This map belongs to the class of hyperbolic systems
with singularities. Since the work of Sina¨ı [27] establishing the ergodicity of
the billiard map, it has been studied by many authors (let us mention [13],
[4, 5], [6] [7]) giving : Bernoulli property, central limit theorem. In the past
ten years, the new approach of L.-S. Young [29] has been exploited to get
new significant results for the billiard map. Among them, let us mention
the exponential decay of correlations [29], a new proof of the central limit
theorem [29] and the local limit theorem proved by Sza´sz and Varju´ [28].
Conze [9] and Schmidt [25] proved that recurrence of the Lorentz process
follows from some central limit theorem for the billiard map. Sza´sz and Varju´
[28] used their local limit theorem to give another proof of the recurrence. As
proved by Sima´nyi [26] and the first named author [20], once its recurrence
proved, it is not difficult to prove the total ergodicity of the Lorentz process.
More recently, estimates on the first return time in the initial cell have been
established by Dolgopyat, Sza´sz and Varju´ in [10] and an analogous estimate
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Figure 2. Labeling of the obstacles
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Figure 3. Elastic reflection
for the return time in the initial obstacle follows from a paper of the first
named author [22].
1.2. Precise description of the model and statement of the results.
We now precisely define the billiard flow Φt. Let (Oi)i∈I be a finite number of
open, convex subsets of R2 with C3 boundaries and non-null curvature.
We let Q = R2 \
⋃
i∈I,ℓ∈Z2
ℓ + Oi be the billiard domain in the plane. We
suppose that the sets ℓ + Oi in this union have pairwise disjoint closure.
The flow is given by the motion of a point particle with position q ∈ Q and
velocity v ∈ S1. Namely, the motion is ballistic if there are no collisions
with an obstacle in the time interval [0, t]: Φt(q, v) = (q + tv, v). At the
time of a collision the velocity changes according to reflection law v 7→ v′:
If nq denotes the normal to the boundary of the obstacle at the point of
collision q ∈ ∂Q, pointing inside the domain (i.e. outside the obstacle) then
the angle ∠(nq, v
′) = π−∠(nq, v); see Figure 3. We assume that the billiard
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has finite horizon, in the sense that the time between two consecutive
collisions is uniformly bounded.
We endow the space X = Q× S1 with the product metric
d((q, v), (q′, v′)) = max(d(q, q′), d(v, v′)),
where for simplicity we denote all the distances by d. The flow preserves
the Lebesgue measure on Q× S1; it is σ-finite but nevertheless the system
is well known to be recurrent [9, 25, 28].
For x ∈ X and ε > 0 we define the minimal time to get back ε-close to
the initial point by
Zε(x) := inf {t > ε : d(Φt(x), x) < ε} . (1)
The quantity Zε(·) is well defined and finite for, at least, Lebesgue a.e. x.
We denote by ΠQ : X = Q × S1 → Q the canonical projection. We also
define the minimal time to get back ε-close to the initial position by
Zε(x) := inf {t > ε : d(ΠQ(Φt(x)),ΠQ(x)) < ε} . (2)
In the paper we give a precise asymptotic analysis of the return times Zε
and Zε expressed by our main theorem. We say that a random variable Yε
defined on X converges in the strong distribution sense to a random variable
Y if for any probability P ≪ Leb, Yε → Y in distribution under P.
Theorem 1.1. The billiard flow satisfies
(i) for Lebesgue a.e. x ∈ X we have lim
ε→0
log logZε(x)
− log ε = 2;
(ii) the random variable ε2 logZε converges as ε→ 0 in the strong distri-
bution sense to a random variable Y0 with distribution P (Y0 > t) =
1
1+β0t
for some constant β0 > 0;
(iii) for Lebesgue a.e. x ∈ X we have lim
ε→0
log logZε(x)
− log ε = 1;
(iv) the random variable ε logZε converges as ε→ 0 in the strong distri-
bution sense to a random variable Y1 with distribution P (Y1 > t) =
1
1+β1t
for some constant β1 > 0.
Remark 1.2. The constant β0 is equal to
2βP
i∈I |∂Oi| , with β =
1
2π
√
det Σ2
where Σ2 is the asymptotic covariance matrix of the cell shift function κ for
the billiard map (T¯ , µ¯) defined by (13); See Section 4 for precisions. The
constant β1 is equal to
2πβP
i∈I |∂Oi| .
In Section 2 we define the billiard maps associated to our billiard flow. In
Section 3 we investigate the behavior of return times for the billiard map. In
Section 4 we pursue this analysis for the extended billiard map, and building
on the previous section we prove some preparatory results. Section 5 is then
devoted to the proof of the part of Theorem 1.1 relative to returns in the
phase space. Finally, in Section 6 we prove the part relative to returns for
the position.
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Figure 4. The Poincare´ section at collisions times
2. Billiard maps
2.1. Discrete time dynamics and new coordinates. In order to study
the statistical properties of the billiard flow, it is classical to make a Poincare´
section at collisions times, i.e. when Φt(q, v) ∈ ∂Q × S1. For definiteness,
when q ∈ ∂Q we choose the velocity v pointing outside the obstacle, that is
right after the collision. Denote for such a q ∈ ∂Q and v ∈ S1 by τ(q, v) the
time before the next collision: τ(q, v) = min{t > 0: Φt(q, v) ∈ ∂Q × S1}.
Let φ be the Poincare´ map: φ(q, v) = Φτ(q,v)(q, v) = (q
′, v′) (see Figure 4).
Next, we make a change of coordinates for the base map. For each obsta-
cle Oi we choose an arbitrary origin and parametrize its boundary ∂Oi by
counter-clockwise arc-length. The position q ∈ ∂Q is represented by (ℓ, i, r)
if q ∈ ℓ+∂Oi and r is the parametrization of the point q. The normal of the
boundary at each point q is denoted by nq and the velocity v is represented
by its angle ϕ ∈ [−π2 , π2 ] with nq. Let
M =
⋃
ℓ∈Z2
⋃
i∈I
(
{(ℓ, i)} × R/|∂Oi|Z ×
[
−π
2
,
π
2
])
endowed with the product metric. Denote by ψ : M → ∂Q× S1 the change
of coordinate, such that ψ(ℓ, i, r, ϕ) = (q, v). The extended billiard map
T : M →M is the Poincare´ map φ in these new coordinates: T = ψ−1◦φ◦ψ.
The flow Φt is conjugated to the special flow Ψt defined over the map T under
the free flight function τ ◦ψ. LetMτ = {(m, s) ∈M×R : 0 ≤ s < τ(ψ(m))}.
We denote by π : Mτ →M the projection onto the base defined by π(m, s) =
m and extends the conjugation ψ to Mτ by setting ψ(m, s) = Φs(ψ(m)).
Let M¯ be the subset of M corresponding to the cell ℓ = 0. We define the
billiard map T¯ : M¯ → M¯ corresponding to the quotient map of T by Z2 ;
this is well defined by Z2-periodicity of the obstacles. The cell shift function
κ : M → Z2 is defined by κ(ℓ, i, r, ϕ) = ℓ′ − ℓ if T (ℓ, i, r, ϕ) = (ℓ′, i′, r′, ϕ′).
During the proof of our theorems on the billiard flow we will prove a ver-
sion of the local limit theorem for the billiard map suitable for our purpose,
as well as a property of recurrence called exponential law for the return time
statistics.
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2.2. Different quantities related to recurrence. The notion of recur-
rence in these billiard maps gives rise to the definition of the following dif-
ferent quantities. Let m ∈M and m¯ ∈ M¯ .
Let WA(m) be the first iterate n ≥ 1 such that T nm ∈ A for some subset
A ⊂M .
Let W¯B(m¯) be the first iterate n ≥ 1 such that T¯ nm¯ ∈ B for some subset
B ⊂ M¯ .
Let Wε(m) be the first iterate n ≥ 1 such that d(T nm,m) < ε for some
ε > 0.
Let W¯ε(m¯) be the first iterate n ≥ 1 such that d(T¯ nm¯, m¯) < ε for some
ε > 0.
3. Recurrence for the billiard map
Recall that the billiard map T¯ preserves a probability measure µ¯ equiva-
lent to the Lebesgue measure on M¯ , whose density is given by
ρ(ℓ, i, r, ϕ) =
1
2Γ
cosϕ, where Γ :=
∑
i∈I
|∂Oi|.
The billiard system (M¯ , T¯ ) is two dimensional with one negative and one
positive Lyapunov exponent and the singularities are not too wild, therefore
the result on recurrence rate [24] applies.
Theorem 3.1 ([24]). The recurrence rate of the billiard map is equal to the
dimension:
lim
ε→0
log W¯ε
− log ε = 2 µ¯ a.e.
Lemma 3.2. For µ¯-almost every m ∈ M¯ , for all c1 > 0, c2 > 0, α > 0
and for all family (Dε)ε of sets containing m such that Dε ⊆ B(m, c2ε) and
µ¯(Dε) ≥ c1(diam(Dε))2, we have
µ¯(W¯B(m,ε) ≤ ε−2+α|Dε)→ 0.
Proof. Let α > 0, c1 > 0 and c2 > 0. Choose some a ∈ (0, α) and set for
some ε0 > 0
Fa = {m ∈ M¯ : ∀ε ≤ ε0, log W¯ε(m)− log ε ≥ 2− a}.
By Theorem 3.1 we have µ¯(Fa) → 1 as ε0 → 0. There exists ε1 > 0 such
that, for any ε < ε1 we have the inclusions
Dε ∩ {W¯B(m,ε) ≤ ε−2+α} ⊂ Dε ∩ {W¯(1+c2)ε ≤ ε−2+α} ⊂ Dε ∩ F ca .
Thus for any density point m of the set Fa relative to the Lebesgue basis
given by (B(·, ε))ε we obtain
µ¯(W¯B(m,ε) ≤ ε−2+α|Dε) ≤ µ¯(F ca |Dε)
≤ µ¯(F ca |B(m,diamDε))
µ¯(B(m,diamDε))
µ¯(Dε)
→ 0
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as ε→ 0. 
We call non-sticky a point m satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 3.2
and we denote by NS the set of non-sticky points. We emphasize that
µ¯(NS) = 1
Next theorem says that the return times and entrance times in balls are
exponentially distributed for the billiard map.
Theorem 3.3. Let m ∈ NS be a non-sticky point. We have
µ¯(µ¯(B(m, ε))W¯B(m,ε)(·) > t|B(m, ε))→ e−t,
µ¯(µ¯(B(m, ε))W¯B(m,ε)(·) > t)→ e−t,
uniformly in t ≥ 0, as ε→ 0.
We denote by A[η] the η-neighborhood of a set A.
Proof. We use an approximation by cylinders, the exponential mixing and
the method developed in [15] for exponential return times and entrance
times. We write A = B(m, ε) for convenience. According to Theorem 2.1
in [15], it suffices to show that
sup
n
∣∣µ¯(W¯A > n|A)− µ¯(W¯A > n)∣∣ = oε(1),
since it will imply that the limiting distributions exist and are both expo-
nential.
Let c3 > 0 be such that µ(∂A
[η]) ≤ c3η independently of ε. Let k be an
integer such that δk ≈ ε3. Let g be an integer such that θg−2k ≈ ε3, where
θ is the constant appearing in Theorem A.3.
If m is a non-sticky point, observing that g is logarithmic in ε, we have
for any integer n,∣∣µ¯(W¯A > n|A)− µ¯(W¯A ◦ T¯ g > n− g|A)∣∣ ≤ µ¯(W¯A ≤ g|A) = oε(1).
Set E = {W¯A > n− g}. We approach A and E by a union of cylinder sets:
Let A′ be the union of all the cylinders (see Appendix A.1 for the precise
definition) Z ∈ ξk−k such that Z ⊂ A. We have A′ ⊂ A and A\A′ ⊂ ∂A[c0δ
k ]
by Lemma A.1. Thus we get µ¯(A \ A′) ≤ c3c0δk.
Let
E′ =
n−g⋂
j=1
T¯−j(∪
Z∈ξk+j−k−j ,Z∩A 6=∅
Z)c.
We have E′ ⊂ E and by Lemma A.1 again
E \ E′ ⊂ (∂A)[c0δk ] ∪
n−g⋃
j=1
T¯−j(∂A)[c0δ
k+j ].
Thus by the invariance of µ¯ we get µ¯(E \E′) ≤ c3c0 δk1−δ . Using the decay of
correlations (for cylinders, see Theorem A.3 in Appendix A.1) we get that∣∣µ¯(A′ ∩ T¯−gE′)− µ¯(A′)µ¯(E′)∣∣ ≤ Cθg−2k = o(µ¯(A)).
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Furthermore,∣∣µ¯(W¯A > n)− µ¯(E)∣∣ ≤ µ¯(W¯A ≤ g) ≤ gµ¯(A) = o(1).
Putting together all these estimates gives∣∣µ¯(W¯A > n|A)− µ¯(W¯A > n)∣∣ = o(1),
uniformly in n ∈ N. 
Next, using the mixing property again we can condition on a smaller set
and still get the same limiting law.
Proposition 3.4. For any m ∈ NS there exists a function fm such that
limε→0 fm(ε) = 0 and such that the following holds:
For any ε > 0 and any balls Dε, Aε of M¯ such that
(i) m ∈ Dε ⊂ Aε = B(m, ε),
(ii) µ¯(Dε) ≥ ε2.25,
we have for any n∣∣∣µ¯(W¯Aε(·) > n|Dε)− e−nµ¯(Aε)∣∣∣ ≤ fm(ε).
Proof. We approximate the sets D and E = {W¯A > n} from the inside
by sets D′ and E′ as we approximated the sets A and E in the proof of
Theorem 3.3. With the same g we get∣∣µ¯(W¯A > n|D)− µ¯(W¯A ◦ T¯ g > n− g|D)∣∣ ≤ µ¯(W¯A ≤ g|D) = o(1).
for non-sticky points. Using the exponential decay of correlations for cylin-
ders given by Theorem A.3 we get that
µ¯(W¯A ◦ T¯ g > n− g|D) = µ¯(W¯A ◦ T¯ g > n− g) + o(1)
= e−nµ¯(A) + o(1)
by Theorem 3.3. 
The following result of independent interest will not be used in the sequel
an can be derived from Proposition 3.4 as Proposition 4.7 would be derived
from Proposition 4.6. Therefore we omit its proof.
Proposition 3.5. The random variable 4ε2ρ(·)W¯ε(·) converges, in the strong
distribution sense, to the exponential law with parameter one.
The random variable ε2W¯ε(·) converges, under the law of µ¯, to a random
variable Y which is a continuous mixture of exponentials. More precisely Y
has distribution
P(Y > t) =
∫
M¯
e−4tρdµ¯.
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4. Recurrence for the extended billiard map
Recall that the extended billiard map (M,T ) preserves the σ-finite mea-
sure µ equivalent to the Lebesgue measure on M , which is the image of the
Lebesgue measure on Q× S1, whose density is equal to cosϕ. Note that
µ|M¯ = 2Γµ¯. (3)
4.1. Preliminary results on the extended billiard map. We will use
the following extension of Sza´sz and Varju´’s local limit theorem [28]. For
simplicity we use the notation µ¯(A1; . . . ;An) = µ¯(A1 ∩ · · · ∩An).
Proposition 4.1. Let p > 1. There exists c > 0 such that, for any k ≥ 1,
if A ⊂ M¯ is a union of components of ξk−k and B ⊂ M¯ is a union of ξ∞−k
then for any n > 2k and ℓ ∈ Z2∣∣∣∣∣µ¯(A ∩ {Snκ = ℓ} ∩ T¯−n(B))− βe
− 1
2(n−2k) (Σ
2)−1ℓ·ℓ
(n− 2k) µ¯(A)µ¯(B)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ckµ¯(B)
1
p
(n− 2k) 32
where β = 1
2π
√
detΣ2
.
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is in Appendix A.2.
Proposition 4.2. Let c1, c2, c3 and c4 be some positive constants. For any
m ∈ NS there exists a function fm such that limε→0 fm(ε) = 0 and such
that the following holds:
For any ε > 0 and any subsets Dε, Aε of M¯ such that
(i) m ∈ Dε ⊂ Aε,
(ii) c1ε
2 ≤ µ¯(Aε) and Aε ⊂ B(m, c2ε),
(iii) for any η > 0, µ¯(∂A
[η]
ε ) ≤ c3η, and also µ¯(∂D[η]ε ) ≤ c3η,
(iv) µ¯(Dε) ≥ c1(diam(Dε))2 and µ¯(Dε) ≥ c4ε2.25,
uniformly in N ∈ (elog2 ε, e 1ε2.5 ) we have
µ¯(WAε(·) > N |Aε) =
1 + oε(1)
1 + log(N)µ¯(Aε)β
and
µ¯(WAε(·) > N |Dε) =
1
1 + log(N)µ¯(Aε)β
+ oε(1)
where the error terms oε(1) is bounded by fm(ε).
Lemma 4.3. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 4.2, for all m ∈ M¯ (even
those not belonging to NS), we have
µ¯(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A)µ¯(WA > N |A) ≤ 1 + oε(1),
where the error term only depends on the positive constants ci.
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Proof. As used by Dvoretzky and Erdo¨s in [11], a partition of D with respect
to the last entrance time q into the set A in the time interval [0, . . . , N ] gives
µ¯(D) =
N∑
q=0
µ¯(D;Sqκ = 0; T¯
−q(A ∩ {WA > N − q}))
≥
N∑
q=0
µ¯(D;Sqκ = 0; T¯
−q(E))
(4)
with E = A ∩ {WA > N}.
Let k be such that δk ≈ ε3. We approach D and E by cylindrical sets:
Let D′ be the union of cylinders Z ∈ ξk−k such that Z ⊂ D. We have
D′ ⊂ D and D \D′ ⊂ ∂D[c0δk ] by Lemma A.1, thus by the hypothesis (iii)
we get µ¯(D \D′) ≤ c3c0δk.
Let A′ be the corresponding cylindrical approximation for A and set
E′ = A′ ∩ (
N⋂
j=1
[
{Sjκ 6= 0} ∪ T¯−j(∪Z∈ξk+j−k−j ,Z∩A 6=∅Z)
c
]
).
We have E′ ⊂ E and by Lemma A.1
E \ E′ ⊂ (∂A)[c0δk ] ∪
N⋃
j=1
T¯−j(∂A)[c0δ
k+j ].
Thus by the hypothesis (iii) and the invariance of µ¯ we get µ¯(E \ E′) ≤
c3c0
δk
1−δ .
Set p0 ≈ ε−a with a = 4.6 > 2× 2.25. By (4) and the inclusions we get
µ¯(D) ≥ µ¯(D ∩E) +
N∑
q=p0
µ¯(D′;Sqκ = 0; T¯−qE′).
It follows from Proposition 4.1 that
µ¯(D) ≥ µ¯(D ∩ E) +
N∑
q=p0
β
µ¯(D′)µ¯(E′)
q − 2k −
N∑
q=p0
ck
(q − 2k) 32
.
The error term is bounded by ck√
p0−2k = O(log(ε)ε
a/2) ≪ c4ε2.25 ≤ µ¯(D).
Thus, since log p0 = o(logN),
µ¯(D ∩E) + β log(N)µ¯(D′)µ¯(E′) ≤ µ¯(D)(1 + o(1)).
Therefore, using µ¯(D \ D′) ≤ c3c0δk = c3c0ε3 ≪ c4ε2.25 − c3c0ε3 ≤ µ¯(D′),
we get
µ¯(D ∩ E) + β log(N)µ¯(D)µ¯(E′) ≤ µ¯(D)(1 + o(1)).
Notice that µ¯(E \E′) logN ≤ c3c01−δ δk logN = o(1), from which it follows that
µ¯(D ∩ E) + β log(N)µ¯(D)µ¯(E) ≤ µ¯(D)(1 + o(1)).
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A division by µ¯(D) yields, since E = A ∩ {WA > N} and D ⊂ A,
µ¯(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A)µ¯(WA > N |A) ≤ 1 + o(1)

Lemma 4.4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 we have
µ¯(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A)µ¯(WA > N |A) = 1 + oε(1).
Proof. Let α ∈ (0, 0.25) and set Mε = ε2(−1+α). We use the same decompo-
sition as in Equation (4) again, with nN = N log(N) and mN = nN −N :
µ¯(D) =
nN∑
q=0
µ¯(D;Sqκ = 0; T¯
−q(A ∩ {WA > nN − q})).
We divide this sum into four blocks: S0 is the term for q = 0, S1 is the sum
for q in the range 1, . . . ,Mε, S2 in the range Mε + 1, . . . ,mN and S3 in the
range mN + 1, . . . , nN .
The value of S0 is simply
S0 = µ¯(D;WA > nN ) ≤ µ¯(D;WA > N).
By assumption (conclusion of Lemma 3.2), we have
S1 = µ¯(D;WA ≤Mε) ≤ µ¯(D; W¯B(m,c2ε) ≤Mε) = o(µ¯(D)).
When q ≤ mN we have nN − q ≥ N , therefore we have
S2 ≤
mN∑
q=Mε+1
µ¯(D;Sqκ = 0; T¯
−q(E))
with E = A∩ {WA > N}. Let k be such that δk ≈ ε3. We approximate the
sets D and E by cylinders: let D′′ be the union of cylinders Z ∈ ξk−k such
that Z ∩D 6= ∅. Let A′′ be the corresponding enlargement for A and let
E′′ = A′′ ∩
N⋂
j=1
[
{Sjκ 6= 0} ∪ T¯−j(∪Z∈ξk+j−k−j ,Z⊆AZ)
c
]
.
We have D ⊂ D′′ and by Lemma A.1, D′′ \ D ⊂ (∂D)[c0δk ]. Thus by
Hypothesis (iii) we get that µ¯(D′′\D) ≤ c3c0δk. Similarly, E ⊂ E′′ and E′′ \
E ⊂ (∂A)[c0δk ] ∪⋃Nj=1 T¯−j(∂A)[c0δk+j ]. Thus by hypothesis (iii) we get that
µ¯(E′′ \ E) ≤ c3c0 δk1−δ and so log(mN )µ¯(E′′ \ E) = o(1). By Proposition 4.1
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with p such that 1 + 2p > 2.5, we get
S2 ≤
mN∑
q=Mε+1
µ¯(D′′;Sqκ = 0; T¯−q(E′′))
≤
mN∑
q=Mε+1
[
β
µ¯(D′′)µ¯(E′′)
q − 2k +
ckµ¯(E′′)
1
p
(q − 2k) 32
]
≤ log(mN )βµ¯(D′′)µ¯(E′′) + ckµ¯(A
′′)
1
p√
Mε − 2k
≤ log(mN )βµ¯(D)µ¯(E)(1 + o(1)) + o(µ¯(D)) +O(log(ε)ε1−αε2/p)
The last error term is o(µ¯(D)) provided 1 − α + 2/p > 2.25. In addition
logmN ∼ logN , hence
S2 ≤ β log(N)µ¯(D)µ¯(E)(1 + o(1)) + o(µ¯(D)).
Finally, by Proposition 4.1 we get
S3 ≤
nN∑
q=mN
µ¯(D′′;Sqκ = 0; T¯−qA′′)
≤
nN∑
q=mN
[
β
µ¯(D′′)µ¯(A′′)
q − 2k +
ck
(q − 2k) 32
]
≤ β log
(
nN
mN
)
µ¯(D)µ¯(A)(1 + o(1)) +
k√
mN − 2k
Moreover log( nNmN ) = o(1), and the last error term is again o(µ¯(D)) since
mN ≥ N .
We conclude that
(1 + o(1))µ¯(D) ≤ µ¯(D ∩ E) + β log(N)µ¯(D)µ¯(E).
A division by µ¯(D) yields, since E = A ∩ {WA > N} and D ⊂ A,
µ¯(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A)µ¯(WA > N |A) ≥ 1− o(1).
The reverse inequality also holds by Lemma 4.3, finishing the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Lemma 4.4 with D = A gives us
µ¯(WA > N |A) = 1 + o(1)
1 + β log(N)µ¯(A)
. (5)
This proves the proposition in the special case D = A. We turn now to the
general case. Applying Lemma 4.4 again, together with (5) we get,
µ¯(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A) 1 + o(1)
1 + β log(N)µ¯(A)
= 1 + o(1)
which proves the proposition. 
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4.2. Recurrence results for the extended billiard map.
Proposition 4.5. The recurrence rate for the extended billiard map is given
by
lim
ε→0
log logWε
− log ε = 2 µ-a.e.
Proof. Note that by Z2-periodicity it suffices to prove the statement µ¯ a.e.
in M¯ .
Upper bound : Let δ > 0 and set
M¯δ = {m ∈ NS : ρ(m) > δ and sup
ε≤δ
fm(ε) ≤ 1},
where the function fm(ε) appears in Proposition 4.2. Let us notice that there
exist constants ci for which the hypotheses of Proposition 4.2 are satisfied
for any Dε = Aε = B(m, ε/2), with m ∈ M¯δ. Let α ∈ (0, 12), n ≥ 1 and
εn = log
−α n. Take a cover of M¯δ by some sets B(m, εn/2), m ∈ Pn ⊂ M¯δ
such that #Pn = O((εn)−2). According to Proposition 4.2, we have
µ¯({Wεn ≥ n} ∩ M¯δ) ≤
∑
m∈Pn
µ¯
(
WB(m, εn
2
) ≥ n
∣∣∣B(m, εn
2
)
)
µ¯
(
B(m,
εn
2
)
)
≤ O((1 + βc1 log1−2α n)−1).
Now, by taking nk = exp(k
2/(1−α)) and according to the Borel-Cantelli
lemma, we get that, for almost all m in M¯δ, there exists Nm such that, for
any k ≥ Nm, Wεnk (m) < nk and hence
lim
k→+∞
log logWεnk (m)
− log εnk
≤ 1
α
.
Since log εnk ∼ log εnk+1, we get that µ¯-a.e. on M¯δ
lim
ε→0
log logWε
− log ε ≤
1
α
.
We conclude that almost everywhere in M¯ , we have
lim
ε→0
log logWε
− log ε ≤ 2.
Lower bound : Let α > 1/2. Let n ≥ 1 and εn = log−α n. We consider
a cover of M¯ by balls B(m, εn) for m ∈ P ′n such that #P ′n = O(ε−2n ). Let
k be such that δk ≈ ε5n. For each m ∈ P ′n we consider the sets B′′m and
C ′′m constructed from B(m, εn) and B(m, 2εn) (respectively) like A′′ was
constructed from A in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
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Applying Proposition 4.1 we get
µ¯(d(·, T n(·)) < εn) ≤
∑
mP ′n
µ¯(B(m, εn) ∩ {Sn = 0} ∩ T¯−n(B(m, 2εn)))
≤
∑
m
µ¯(B′′m ∩ {Sn = 0} ∩ T¯−n(C ′′m)) +O(δk)
≤
∑
m
µ¯(B′′m)µ¯(C ′′m)
n− 2k +
ck
(n− 2k)3/2 +O(δ
k)
≤ O (n−1 log−2α n) .
Hence, according to the first Borel Cantelli lemma, for almost every m ∈ M¯ ,
there exists Nm such that, for all n ≥ Nm, we have
d(m,T n(m)) ≥ εn.
Let u = min(d(m,T n(m)), n = 1, ..., Nm). Note that u > 0, otherwise we
would have m = T p(m) for some p and hence m = T n(m) infinitely often,
which would contradict d(m,T n(m)) ≥ εn. For all n ≥ Nm such that εn < u
we have Wεn(m) ≥ n. Hence
lim
n→+∞
log logWεn(m)
− log εn ≥
1
α
.
Since log εn ∼ log εn+1 we get lim
ε→0
log logWε
− log ε ≥
1
α
almost everywhere on M¯ .
Therefore lim
ε→0
log logWε
− log ε ≥ 2 µ¯-a.e. 
Proposition 4.6. For a.e. m ∈ M¯ , and sequences of sets (Aε) and (Dε)
such that the hypotheses (i)–(iv) of Proposition 4.2 are satisfied we have
µ(WAε > exp(
t
µ¯(Aε)
)|Dε)→ 1
1 + tβ
as ε→ 0.
Proof. Proposition 4.2 with N = exp( tµ¯(Aε)) immediately gives the result.

Note that in particular the proposition applies to the sequence of balls
Aε = Dε = B(m, ε). This is the corresponding result to that of Theorem 3.3
in the case of the extended billiard map.
Proposition 4.7. The random variable 4ε2ρ(·) logWε(·) converges in the
strong distribution sense, to a random variable with law P (Y > t) = 11+βt .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1-(ii), without the flow
direction; See Section 5 for details. Since it is an obvious modification of it
and since this result will not be used in the sequel, we omit its proof. 
5. Proof of the main theorem: recurrence in the phase space
We prove in this section Theorem 1.1-(i)and (ii) about the return times
in the phase space Zε defined by (1).
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5.1. Almost sure convergence: the first statement. By Z2-periodicity
it is sufficient to prove the result on M¯ . Let m ∈ M¯ be a point which is
not on a singular orbit of T and such that Wε(m) follows the limit given
by Proposition 4.5. By regularity of the change of variable ψ (away from
the singular set) there exist two constants 0 < a < b such that, for any
0 ≤ s ≤ τ(m), we have
(min τ)(Wbε(m)− 1) ≤ Zε(Φsψ(m)) ≤ (max τ)Waε(m) (6)
since the free flight function τ is bounded from above and from below. This
implies the result for all the points Φsψ(m). By Fubini’s theorem this con-
cerns a.e. points in Q× S1, which proves the first statement.
5.2. Convergence in distribution: the second statement. Unfortu-
nately we cannot exploit the relation (6) above anymore. The problem is
not with the multiplicative factor coming from τ , but the fluctuations are
sensible to the constants a and b and a direct method could only lead to
rough bounds in terms of these constants.
The following lemma gives the measure of the projection of a ball B(x, ε)
onto M .
Lemma 5.1. For any x ∈ X and ε > 0 such that the ball B(x, ε) does not
intersect the boundary ∂Q× S1, we have
µ(πψ−1B(x, ε)) = 4ε2.
Proof. Let x = (q0, v0) ∈ X. We consider the ball B(q0, ε) as a new obstacle
added in our billiard domain. Let
∆ε :=
{
(q, v) ∈ Q× S1 : q ∈ ∂B(q0, ε), |∠(v0, v)| < ε, 〈nq, v〉 > 0
}
.
Since the billiard map preserves the measure cosϕdrdϕ, we have
µ(πψ−1B(x, ε)) =
∫
∆ε
cos∠(nq, v) dqdv.
For any v such that |∠(v0, v)| < ε a classical computation gives∫
{q:(q,v)∈∆ε}
cos∠(nq, v) dq = 2ε,
whence the result. 
Let P = hdL be the probability measure on X under which we will com-
pute the law of Zε. Let X¯ = ψ(π
−1M¯). By Z2-periodicity, Zε has the same
distribution under P as under P¯ = h¯dL where h¯(·) = ∑ℓ∈Z2 h(· + ℓ)1X¯ .
Therefore we suppose that supph ⊂ X¯.
Assume for the moment that the density h is continuous and compactly
supported in the set X¯ ′ = X¯ \(ψ(M¯×{0}∪π−1R0)), where R0 = {ϕ = ±π2 }.
Then for any r > 0 sufficiently small we have
supph ⊂ X¯r := {Φs(ψ(m)) : m ∈ M¯, r < d(m,R0), r ≤ s ≤ τ(m)− r}.
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Let K ⊂ NS be a set of points where the convergence in Proposition 4.6 is
uniform and such that
P({Φs(ψ(m)) : m ∈ K, 0 ≤ s < τ(m)}) > 1− r.
For any ε ∈ (0, r) sufficiently small, the ε-neighborhood of X¯r is contained
in X¯.
Let νε = ε
5/4. Choose a family of pairwise disjoint open balls of radius νε
in M¯ such that their union has µ¯-measure larger than 1− 4νε. We drop all
the balls not intersecting K and call {Di} the remaining family. For each
i we choose a point mi ∈ Di ∩ K. For each i, we take the family of times
sij = jνε ∈ (0,minDi τ). Let
Pij = {Φsψ(Di) : sij ≤ s ≤ sij + νε}.
We finally drop the Pij ’s not intersecting X¯
′∩ψπ−1K. Set yij = Φsij(ψ(mi)).
We have
P
(
Zε > exp
(
t
4ε2
))
≈ ±r +
∑
i,j
P
(
Zε > exp
(
t
4ε2
)
;Pij
)
≈ ±r +
∑
i,j
h(yij)L
(
Zε > exp
(
t
4ε2
)
;Pij
) (7)
by uniform continuity of h. Let
A±ij =
{
m ∈ M¯ : ∃0 ≤ s < τ(m) s.t. Φs(ψ(m)) ∈ B(yij, ε± νε)
}
= πψ−1B(yij, ε± νε)
denotes the projection onto the base of the balls. Let τ− = min τ and
τ+ = max τ . For any x ∈ Pij , setting m = πψ−1x ∈ M¯ its projection, we
have
(τ−)(WA+
ij
(m)− 1) ≤ Zε(x) ≤ (τ+)WA−
ij
(m). (8)
Hence we have for any real t > 0
νεµ((τ−)(WA+ij − 1) > t;Di) ≤ L(Zε > t;Pij) ≤ νεµ((τ+)WA−ij > t;Di) (9)
Using the regularity of the projection π on Xr, we see that the sets A
±
ij
fulfill the hypotheses of Proposition 4.6 with uniform constants. Moreover,
by Lemma 5.1 and the relation (3), we have
µ¯(A±ij) =
4(ε± νε)2
2Γ
.
Therefore by our choice of the mi’s, the difference∣∣∣∣µ
(
(τ∓)WA±ij > exp
(
tΓ
2ε2
) ∣∣∣Di)− 1
1 + βt
∣∣∣∣
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tends to zero uniformly as ε → 0. Putting it together with (9) in the
computation (7) yields to
lim
ε→0
∣∣∣∣P
(
Zε > exp
(
tΓ
2ε2
))
− 1
1 + βt
∣∣∣∣ ≤ r.
Letting r → 0 gives the conclusion for a continuous density compactly sup-
ported on X¯ ′. The conclusion follows by an approximation argument, since
any density h ∈ L1(X¯,L) may be approximated by a sequence hn of such
densities.
6. Proof of the main theorem: recurrence for the position
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1-(iii) and (iv) about the return times
Zε defined by (2). The proof follows the scheme of the previous section but
has additional arguments. We will detail the differences and indicate the
common points.
We recall that ΠQ is the canonical projection from X = Q × S1 onto
Q. We will use the first return time Zε in the ε-neighborhood of the initial
position modulo Z2 defined by
Zε(x) = min

t > ε : Φt(x) ∈ ⋃
ℓ∈Z2
B(ΠQ(x) + ℓ, ε)× S1

 .
For any q inQ and any ε > 0, we define the backward projection of Bε(q)×S1
on M and on M¯ by
Aε(q) =
{
m ∈M : ∃s ∈ [0, τ(ψ(m))), Φs(ψ(m)) ∈ B(q, ε) × S1
}
,
A¯ε(q) =

m ∈ M¯ : ∃s ∈ [0, τ(ψ(m))), Φs(ψ(m)) ∈ ⋃
ℓ∈Z2
B(q + ℓ, ε)× S1

 .
Lemma 6.1. For any q ∈ Q and any ε ∈ (0, d(q, ∂Q)), we have µ(Aε(q)) =
4πε and so µ¯(A¯ε(q)) = 2πεΓ .
Proof. Indeed, since the measure cos(ϕ)drdϕ is preserved by billiard maps,
µ(Aε(q)) is equal to the measure of the outgoing vectors based on ∂Bε(q) (for
the measure cos(ϕ)drdϕ), which is equal to 2 × 2πε. The second assertion
follows from (3). 
We first need a result similar to Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 6.2. Lebesgue almost everywhere we have lim
ε→0
logZε
− log ε ≥ 1.
Proof. We consider again the set X¯ = ψ(π−1M¯) of points inX with previous
reflection in M¯ . Let α > 0 and set
X¯ ′α = {x = (q, v) ∈ X¯ : d(q, ∂Q) > α}.
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Let n ≥ 1 be an integer and set rn := 1n(log n)2 . We define the set Gn of
points in X¯ ′α coming back (modulo Z2) in the rn-neighborhood of the initial
position between the n-th and the (n+ 1)-th reflections by
Gn := {x ∈ X¯ ′α : T n−1(Φτ(x)(x)) ∈
⋃
ℓ∈Z2
Arn(ΠQ(x) + ℓ)}.
We take a family of pairwise disjoint open balls Di ⊂ M¯ of radius rn such
that their union has µ¯-measure larger than 1 − 4rn. As in Section 5, we
then construct the family Pij following the same procedure. We drop those
Pij ’s not intersecting X¯
′
α. For each i, j we fix a point yij ∈ Pij ∩ X¯ ′α. There
exists L0 > 0 such that for all x ∈ X ′α we have A¯rn(ΠQ(x)) ⊂ A¯L0rn(ΠQ(y))
whenever d(x, y) < rn. Thus
Leb(Gn) ≤
∑
i,j
Leb
(
x ∈ Pij : T¯ n−1(Φτ(x)(x)) ∈ A¯rn(ΠQ(x))
)
≤
∑
i,j
rnµ¯
(
Di ∩ T¯−n
(A¯L0rn(ΠQ(yij)))) .
Now, we approximate the indicator function of Di by the Lipschitz function
fi = max(1 − d(·,Di)rn , 0). We approximate in the same way the indicator
function of A¯L0rn(ΠQ(yij)) by a Lipschitz function gij . Using the exponential
decay of covariance for Lipschitz functions (Theorem A.3) we get
µ¯(Di ∩ T¯−nA¯L0rn(ΠQ(yij))) ≤ Cθnr−2n +
∫
fidµ¯
∫
gijdµ¯.
Therefore
Leb(Gn) ≤ Cθnr−5n +
∑
i,j
rn4µ¯(Di)µ¯(A¯L1rn(ΠQ(yij))),
for some constant L1 (since ΠQ ◦ Φs ◦ ψ is Lipschitz for any 0 ≤ s ≤ τ+).
According to Lemma 6.1 we get
∑
n≥1 Leb(Gn) < +∞. Therefore, by the
first Borel-Cantelli lemma, for almost every x ∈ X¯ ′α, there exists Nx such
that, for all n ≥ Nx, T n−1(Φτ(x)(x)) 6∈
⋃
ℓ∈Z2 Arn(ΠQ(x) + ℓ). Let
ε0 = min{d(ΠQ(Φs(x)),ΠQ(x) + Z2) : s ∈ [α,Nxτ+]}.
We admit temporarily the following result :
Sub-Lemma 6.3. The set {x ∈ X : ∃s > 0, ΠQ(Φs(x))−ΠQ(x) ∈ Z2} has
zero Lebesgue measure.
Hence ε0 is almost surely non-null. Therefore, for almost every point x
in X¯ ′α, for all n ≥ Nx such that rn < ε0, and all k = 0, ..., n, the point
T k−1(Φτ(x)(x)) 6∈
⋃
ℓ∈Z2 Arn(ΠQ(x) + ℓ) and so Zrn(x) ≥ (n − 1)τ−. Hence
lim
n→+∞
logZrn(x)
− log rn ≥ 1. Since log rn ∼ log rn+1, we end up with limε→0
logZε
− log ε ≥
1 µ-a.e. on X ′α. The conclusion follows from µ(X ′α)→ 1 as α→ 0. 
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Proof of Sub-lemma 6.3. Let x be a point in X such that, for some s > 0,
we have ΠQ(Φs(x))−ΠQ(x) ∈ Z2. Then either s < τ(x) which implies that
x has a rational direction, or there exists n ≥ 1 such that a particle with
configuration T n−1(Φτ(x)(x)) will visit ΠQ(x)+Z2 before the next reflection.
We have to prove that the set C of points x satisfying the second condition
has zero Lebesgue measure. For any q in Q \ ∂Q, we denote by Cq the set
of points of C with position q. We have
LebX(C|ΠQ = q) = LebQ(Cq) =
∫
T¯ (A0(q))∩T¯−(n−1)(A0(q))
fq(r)dr,
(for some positive measurable function fq) where A0(q) is the set of points
m ∈ M¯ that visits q + Z2 before the next reflection. The set T (A0(q))
is a finite union of curves γ1 given by ϕ = ϕ1(r). Analogously, the set
T¯−(n−1)(A0(q)) is a finite union of curves γ−(n−1) given by ϕ = ϕ−(n−1)(r).
Moreover, each γ1 is transversal to each γ−(n−1) (ϕ1 is stricly increasing and
ϕ−(n−1) is strictly decreasing). Hence the intersection of T¯ (A0(q)) and of
T¯−(n−1)(A0(q)) is finite. 
Lemma 6.2 enables to prove the following lemma analogous to Lemma 3.2.
We call
M¯τ := {(m, s) ∈ M¯ ×R : 0 ≤ s < τ(ψ(m))}.
Lemma 6.4. For µ¯-almost every (m, s) ∈ M¯τ the following holds:
For any families (qε)ε of Q, (Dε)ε of subsets of M¯ such that
(i) m ∈ Dε ⊂ A¯ε(qε)
(ii) Φs(ψ(m)) ∈
⋃
ℓ∈Z2 B(qε + ℓ, ε)× S1
(iii) Dε is either a ball or the set A¯ε(qε)
we have for all α > 0
µ¯(W¯A¯ε(qε) ≤ ε−1+α|Dε)→ 0 as ε→ 0.
Proof. We do not detail the proof when Dε is a ball since it is a direct
adaptation of the proof of Lemma 3.2 with the use of Lemma 6.2 instead of
Theorem 3.1.
We suppose that Dε = A¯ε(qε). The idea is to consider the billiard flow
modulo Z2 and to adapt the proof of Lemma 3.2 thanks to the Fubini the-
orem.
Let α > 0 and let a ∈ (0, α). Let η > 0 and ε0 > 0. We set for all q′ in Q
Bad(q′) =
{
v ∈ S1 : ∃ε ≤ ε0, logZε(q
′, v)
− log ε < 1− a
}
and
Fη(ε0) = {q′ ∈ Q : LebS1(Bad(q′)) ≤ η}.
Let m and s be such that ΠQ(Φs(ψ(m))) is a density point in Q of the set
Fη(ε0) with respect to the Lebesgue basis of balls in Q. We have
lim
ε→0
sup
qε
LebQ(Fη(ε0)
c|B(qε, 2ε)) = 0 (10)
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where the supremum is taken among all the qε satisfying the hypothesis.
We observe that Fη(ε0) is stable by Z
2-translations and that, for all η > 0,
limε0→0 LebQ((Q ∩ [0; 1)2) \ Fη(ε0)) = 0. Therefore, for a.e. (m, s) and any
η > 0 there exists a choice of ε0 such that (10) holds. Let
Hε := (B(qε, 2ε) × S1) ∩
⋃
s∈(6ε(τ+)ε−1+α)
Φ−s

 ⋃
ℓ∈Z2
B(qε + ℓ, 2ε) × S1

 .
There exists ε1 ∈ (0, ε0) such that, for all ε ∈ (0, ε1), we have
Hε ⊂ (B(qε, 2ε)× S1) ∩ {Z4ε ≤ τ+ε−1+α}
⊂ {(q′, v) ∈ B(qε, 2ε) × S1 : v ∈ Bad(q′)}.
Therefore
LebX(Hε) = LebX(Π
−1
Q (Fη(ε0)) ∩Hε) + LebX(Hε \Π−1Q (Fη(ε0)))
≤ ηLebQ(B(qε, 2ε)) + 2πLebQ(B(qε, 2ε) \ Fη(ε0)).
This together with (10) yields to
lim
ε→0
LebX(Hε|B(qε, 2ε) × S1) ≤ η
2π
.
Since η > 0 is arbitrary, for almost every (m, s), we get
lim
ε→0
LebX(Hε|B(qε, 2ε) × S1) = 0.
Hence
LebX(Hε ∩ (B(qε, 2ε) × S1)) = o(ε2).
Moreover, setting Is(m) = length{s ∈ (0; τ(m)) : Φs(m) ∈ B(qε, 2ε) × S1}
and using the representation of Φs as a special flow over T gives
LebX(Hε ∩ (B(qε, 2ε)× S1)) ≥
∫
A¯2ε(qε)∩{W¯A¯2ε(qε)≤ε−1+α}
Is(m) dµ(m)
≥
∫
A¯ε(qε)∩{W¯A¯ε(qε)≤ε−1+α}
Is(m) dµ(m)
≥ εµ(A¯ε(qε) ∩ {W¯A¯ε(qε) ≤ ε−1+α})
This finally gives
µ¯(A¯ε(qε) ∩ {W¯A¯ε(qε) ≤ ε−1+α}) = o(ε) = o(µ¯(A¯ε(qε))).

We denote by NS′ the set of couples (m, s) ∈ M¯τ satisfying the conclu-
sion of Lemma 6.4. This is essential for the following lemma analogous to
Proposition 4.2
Lemma 6.5. For all (m, s) ∈ NS ′, there exists a function fm,s such that
limε→0 fm,s(ε) = 0 and such that, for any families (qε)ε of Q and (Dε)ε of
subsets of M such that :
(i) m ∈ Dε ⊂ Aε(qε);
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(ii) Φsψ(m) ∈ B(qε, ε)× S1;
(iii) Dε is a ball of radius larger than ε
1.2 or is the set Aε(qε);
for all N ∈ (elog2 ε, e 1ε2.5 ), we have :∣∣∣∣µ(WAε(qε)(·) > N |Dε)− 11 + log(N)µ¯(A¯ε(qε))β
∣∣∣∣ ≤ fm,s(ε)
and
µ(WAε(qε)(·) > N |Aε(qε)) =
1 + oε(1)
1 + log(N)µ¯(A¯ε(qε))β
,
where the error term oε(1) is bounded by fm,s(ε).
Proof. To simplify the proof, we use the notations A = Aε(qε) and A¯ =
A¯ε(qε).
First step : We adapt the proof of Lemma 4.3 to prove that
µ(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A¯)µ(WA > N |A) ≤ 1 + oε(1).
A slight difficulty comes from the fact that the set A can be divided into
several cells. More precisely, there exist pairwise disjoint subsets Aℓ of M¯
such that (with obvious notations)
A =
⋃
|ℓ|≤τ+
(Aℓ + ℓ) and A¯ =
⋃
|ℓ|≤τ+
Aℓ.
Analogously, there exist pairwise disjoint subsets Dℓ of M¯ such that
D =
⋃
|ℓ|≤τ+
(Dℓ + ℓ).
Hence, we have
µ(D) =
N∑
q=0
µ(D; T−q(A;WA > N − q))
≥ µ(D;WA > N) +
N∑
q=p0
µ(D; T−q(A;WA > N))
≥ µ(D;WA > N) +
N∑
q=p0
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
µ(Dℓ′ + ℓ
′; T−q(Aℓ + ℓ;WA > N))
≥ µ(D;WA > N) +
N∑
q=p0
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
µ(Dℓ′ ;Sqκ = ℓ− ℓ′; T¯−q(Aℓ;WA−ℓ > N)).
This together with (3), as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, give
µ(D) ≥ µ(D;WA > N) + β log(N)µ(D)
2Γ
µ(A;WA > N) + o(µ(D))
and so
1 ≥ µ(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A¯)µ(WA > N |A) + o(1).
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Second step : To prove the following lower bound
µ(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A¯)µ(WA > N |A) ≥ 1 + oε(1),
we use the notations mN and nN of the proof of Lemma 4.4 and we write
µ(D) =
nN∑
q=0
µ(D; T−q(A;WA > nN − q))
= µ(D;WA > N) +
nN∑
q=1
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
µ(Dℓ′ ; Sqκ = ℓ− ℓ′; T¯−q(Aℓ;WA−ℓ > N)).
A first difference with the proof of lemma 4.4 is that we work with Dℓ′ and
Aℓ instead of considering directly D and A. We approximate Dℓ′ by a set D
′′
ℓ′
and Aℓ by a set A
′′
ℓ as we approximate D by D
′′ in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
We fix α ∈ (0, 0.5) and we follow the scheme of the proof of Lemma 4.4
for the estimate of S0 and S3 (using D
′′
ℓ′ and A
′′
ℓ ). We take Mε = ε
−1+α
instead of Mε = ε
2(−1+α). According to Lemma 6.4, this choice of Mε gives
the correct estimate of S1. We introduce M
′
ε = ε
−6. We decompose S2 in
two blocks : S′2 is the sum for q in the range Mε + 1, ...,M ′ε and S′′2 in the
range M ′ε + 1, ...,mN .
To estimate S′2 and S′′2 , we approximate Eℓ := Aℓ∩{WA−ℓ > N} by a set
E′′ℓ as we approximate E by E
′′ in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
We estimate S′′2 as we estimate S2 in the proof of Lemma 4.4 with M ′ε
instead of Mε:
S′′2 ≤ log
(
mN
M ′ε
)
β
µ(D)µ(E)
2Γ
(1 + o(1)) +
ckµ¯(A)
1
p√
M ′ε − 2k
+ o(µ(D))
and the error term is in O(log(ε)ε1/pε3) = o(µ(D)) provided 3 + 1/p > 2.4.
To estimate S′2, we use the symmetry π0 onM with respect to the normal
n given by : π0(ψ(ℓ, i, r, ϕ)) = π0(ψ(ℓ, i, r,−ϕ)). Let us notice that π0
preserves µ¯. Using this symmetry and applying Proposition 4.1 with p such
that 1/4 > 2.4(1 − 1/p), we get
S′2 ≤ 2Γ
M ′ε∑
q=Mε
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
µ¯(D′′ℓ′ , Sqκ = ℓ− ℓ′; T¯−q(A′′ℓ ))
≤ 2Γ
M ′ε∑
q=Mε
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
µ¯(π0(A
′′
ℓ );Sqκ = ℓ
′ − ℓ; T¯−q(π0(D′′ℓ′)))
≤ 2Γ
M ′ε∑
q=Mε
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
[
βµ¯(A′′ℓ )µ¯(D
′′
ℓ′)
q − 2k +
ckµ¯(D′′ℓ′)
1/p
(q − 2k)3/2
]
≤ log
(
M ′ε
Mε
)
βµ¯(A¯)µ(D)(1 + o(1)) +
c′kµ(D)1/p(1 + o(1))√
Mε − 2k
,
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the last error term being in O
(
log(ε)µ¯(D)1/pε(1−α)/2
)
= o(µ¯(D)) since (1−
α)/2 > 2.4(1− 1/p). Hence, we have proved that, under the assumptions of
Lemma 6.5, we have
µ(WA > N |D) + β log(N)µ¯(A¯)µ(WA > N |A) = 1 + o(1). (11)
In the special case D = A, we conclude that
µ(WA > N |A) = 1 + o(1)
1 + β log(N)µ¯(A¯)
. (12)
We turn now to the general case. Applying Equations (11) and (12) we get
µ(WA > N |D) = 1
1 + β log(N)µ¯(A¯)
+ o(1).

Proof of Theorem 1.1-(iii). Upper bound : Let X¯0 be a set of points of X
with previous reflection in M¯ and on which the estimate of Lemma 6.5 is
uniform. Let α ∈ (0, 1) and εn = log−α n. Take a cover of X¯0 by some balls
B(qn,
εn
2 )× S1 for qn ∈ Qn ⊆ Q such that #Qn = O(ε−2n ). We have
Leb(X¯0;Z εn
2
≥ nτ+) ≤
∑
qn
Leb(B(qn,
εn
2
);Z εn
2
≥ nτ+)
≤
∑
qn
εnµ(WA εn
2
(qn) > n;A εn2 (qn))
≤ εn
∑
qn
µ
(
WA εn
2
(qn) > n
∣∣∣A εn
2
(qn)
)
µ(A εn
2
(qn))
≤ O((1 + βc log(n)εn)−1)
≤ O((1 + βc log1−α(n))−1),
with c = 2πΓ (according to Lemma 6.1). Now, by taking nk = exp(k
2/(1−α))
and according to the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we get that, for almost all x in
X¯0, there exists Nx such that, for any k ≥ Nx, Z εnk
2
(x) < nkτ+ and hence
lim
k→+∞
log logZεnk (x)
− log εnk
≤ 1
α
.
Since log εnk ∼ log εnk+1, we conclude that almost everywhere in X¯0, we
have :
lim
ε→0
log logZε
− log ε ≤
1
α
.
Therefore, almost everywhere in X, we have
lim
ε→0
log logZε
− log ε ≤ 1.
Lower bound : Let X¯ be the set of points of X with previous reflection
in M¯ . Let α > 1. For all n ≥ 1, we take εn = log−α n and we denote by
Kn the set of points x ∈ X¯ whose orbit (by the billiard flow) comes back
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to the εn-neighbourhood for the position between the n
th and the (n+ 1)th
reflections :
Kn =
{
x ∈ X¯ : ∃s ∈ In(x), d(ΠQ(x),ΠQ(ψ(T n(πψ−1(x)), s))) < εn
}
,
with In(x) := [0; τ(T
n(πψ−1(x)))). We consider a cover of X¯ by sets
Cεn(q) = B(q, εn) × S1 for q ∈ Q′n ⊆ Q such that #Q′n = O(ε−2n ). Let
n ≥ 1. For any q ∈ Qn, there exist two families of pairwise disjoint subsets
(A1,ℓ(q))ℓ and (A2,ℓ(q))ℓ of M¯ such that :
Aεn(q) =
⋃(
A1,ℓ′(q) + ℓ
′) and A2εn(q) =⋃ (A2,ℓ(q) + ℓ) .
Let k be such that δk ≈ ε5n. Let A′′1,ℓ′(q) (resp. A′′2,ℓ(q)) be the union of all
the cylinders Z ∈ Zk−k intersecting A1,ℓ(q) (resp. A2,ℓ(q)). We have :
Leb(Kn) ≤
∑
q
Leb(x ∈ Cεn(q) : T n(πψ−1(x)) ∈ A2εn(q))
≤ 2εn
∑
q
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
µ(A1,ℓ′(q) + ℓ
′; T−n(A2,ℓ(q) + ℓ))
≤ 2εn
∑
q
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
µ(A1,ℓ′(q); Snκ = ℓ− ℓ′; T¯−n(A2,ℓ(q)))
≤ 4εnΓ
∑
q
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
µ¯(A′′1,ℓ′(q); Snκ = ℓ− ℓ′; T¯−n(A′′2,ℓ(q)))
≤ 4εnΓ
∑
q
∑
ℓ,ℓ′
[
β
µ¯(A′′1,ℓ′(q))µ¯(A
′′
2,ℓ(q))
n− 2k +
ck
(n− 2k)3/2
]
≤ εn
Γ
∑
q
[
β
µ(Aεn(q))µ(A2εn(q))
n− 2k (1 + o(1))
]
+O(εnn
−1)
≤ O(εnn−1) = O(n−1 log−α n).
Hence, according to the first Borel Cantelli lemma, for almost every x ∈ X¯,
there exists Nx such that, for all n ≥ Nx, for every s ∈ In(x), we have
d(ΠQ(x),ΠQ(ψ(T
n(πψ−1(x)), s))) ≥ εn.
According to Lemma 6.3,
u := min
(
d(ΠQ(x),ΠQ(ψ(T
n(πψ−1(x)), s)), n = 1, ..., Nx, s ∈ In(x)
)
is almost surely non-null. Therefore, for almost every point x in X¯, for all
n ≥ Nx such that εn < u, Zεn(x) ≥ (n− 1)τ−. Hence, almost everywhere in
X, we have
lim
n→+∞
log logZεn
− log εn ≥ α
−1.
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Since log εn ∼ log εn+1, we have limε→0 log logZε− log ε ≥ α−1. Therefore, almost
everywhere in X, we have
lim
ε→0
log logZε
− log ε ≥ 1.

Sketch of proof of Theorem 1.1-(iv). This result is obtained by following the
same scheme as in the proof of Theorem 1.1-(ii) in Section 5. We list the
differences:
• The set K ⊂ NS ⊂ M¯ is replaced by a set K ⊂ NS ′ ⊂ M¯τ such that
the convergence in Lemma 6.5 is uniform and such that
P(ψ(K)) > 1− r.
• The family Pij : we first take a family of pairwise disjoint balls Di
of M¯ of radius νε such that their union has µ¯-measure larger than
1 − 4νε. We construct the Pij ’s exactly as in Section 5. Finally we
drop the Pij’s not intersecting K∩ X¯r. We choose yij ∈ Pij ∩ψ(NS ′).
• The sets A±ij are replaced by A±ij := Aε±νε(ΠQ(yij)).
• We use the formula for the measure of the A±ij given by Lemma 6.1.

Appendix A. Transfer operator and local limit theorem
A.1. Hyperbolicity, Young towers and spectral properties of the
transfer operator. We do not repeat the construction of stable and un-
stable manifolds but only emphasize the hyperbolic estimate that is used
throughout the proofs. Recall that R0 = {ϕ = ±π2} ⊂ M¯ is the pre-
singularity set. For any k1 ≤ k2, let ξk2k1 be the partition of M¯\
⋃k2
j=k1
T¯−j(R0)
into connected components. With a slight abuse of language we will call
cylinders the elements of ξk2k1 .
Lemma A.1. There exist some constants c0 and δ > 0 such that for every
integer k, every set Z ∈ ξk−k has a diameter diamZ ≤ c0δk.
Proof. We recall that there exists C0 > 0 and Λ0 > 1 such that, for any
increasing curve contained in a same connected component of ξk0 , T
nγ is an
increasing curve satisfying
length(T nγ) ≥ C0Λn0 length(γ)2
and such that, for any decreasing curve contained in a same connected com-
ponent of ξ0−k, T
−nγ is a decreasing curve satisfying
length(T−nγ) ≥ C0Λn0 length(γ)2.
Let Z be in ξk−k and be composed of points based on the same obstacle
Oi. The set Z is delimitated by two increasing curves and two decreasing
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curves. Let m and m′ be two points in Z. These two points can be joined
by a monotonous curve γ in Z.
If the curve γ is increasing, then we have
length(γ) ≤
√
length(T nγ)
C0Λn0
≤
√
π + |∂Oi|
C0Λn0
.
If the curve γ is decreasing, then, considering T¯−nγ, we get length(γ) ≤√
π+|∂Oi|
C0Λn0
. 
We do not repeat the construction of the tower but only briefly recall
its property and then introduce the Banach space suitable for the study
of the transfer operator. Young constructed in [29] two dynamical sys-
tems (M˜, T˜ , µ˜) and (Mˆ, Tˆ , µˆ) such that there exist two measurable functions
π˜ : M˜ → M¯ and πˆ : M˜ → Mˆ such that π˜ ◦ T˜ = T¯ ◦ π˜, π˜∗µ˜ = µ¯, πˆ ◦ T˜ = Tˆ ◦ πˆ,
πˆ∗µ˜ = µˆ.
These dynamical systems are towers and are such for any measurable
f : M¯ → C constant on each stable manifold there exists fˆ : Mˆ → C such
that fˆ ◦ πˆ = f ◦ π˜. For each ℓ ≥ 0, we denote by ∆ˆℓ the ℓth floor of the
tower Mˆ . This ℓ-floor is partitioned in {∆ˆℓ,j : j = 1, . . . , jℓ}. The partition
D = {∆ˆℓ,j : ℓ ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , jℓ} is Markov. For any x, y belonging to the
same atom of D, we define
s(x, y) := max{n ≥ 0: ∀i ≤ n, D(Tˆ ix) = D(Tˆ iy)}.
For any such x, y, the sets π˜πˆ−1{x} and π˜πˆ−1{y} are contained in the same
connected component of M¯ \⋃s(x,y)k=0 T¯−kR0.
Let p > 1 and set q such that 1p +
1
q = 1. Let ε > 0 and β ∈ (0, 1) well
chosen. Young defines for fˆ ∈ Lq
C
(Mˆ, µˆ)
‖fˆ‖ = sup
ℓ
‖fˆ|∆ˆℓ‖∞e
−ℓε + sup
ℓ,j
esssupx,y∈∆ˆℓ,j
|fˆ(x)− fˆ(y)|
βs(x,y)
e−ℓε.
Let V = {fˆ ∈ Lq
C
(Mˆ, µˆ) : ‖fˆ‖ <∞}. This defines a Banach space (V, ‖ · ‖),
such that ‖ · ‖q ≤ ‖ · ‖. Let P be the Perron-Frobenius operator on Lq
defined as the adjoint of the composition by Tˆ on Lp. This operator P is
quasicompact on V. The construction of the tower can be adapted in such a
way that its dominating eigenvalue on V is 1 and is simple. This choice will
be convenient for our proof and we will adopt it, although it is not essential.
The cell shift function κ is centered in the sense that∫
κdµ¯ = 0
and its asymptotic covariance matrix
Σ2 := lim
n→∞
1
n
Covµ¯(Snκ) (13)
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is well defined and non-degenerated. Since κ : M¯ → Z2 is constant on the
local stable manifolds, there exists κˆ : Mˆ → Z2 such that κˆ ◦ πˆ = κ ◦ π˜.
For any u ∈ R2, we define Pu(fˆ) = P (eiu·κˆfˆ). The method introduced
by Nagaev [18, 19] and developed by Guivarc’h and Hardy [14] and many
other authors has been applied in this context by Sza´sz and Varju´ [28] (see
also [21]). They have established the following key result:
Proposition A.2. There exist a real a ∈ (0, π), a C3 family of complex
numbers (λu)u∈[−a,a]2 , two C3 families of linear operators on V: (Πu)u∈[−a,a]2
and (Nu)u∈[−a,a]2 such that
(i) for all u ∈ [−a, a]2 we have Pnu = λnuΠu + Nnu ; Moreover Π0fˆ =∫
Mˆ fˆ dµˆ for any fˆ ∈ Lq;
(ii) there exists ν ∈ (0, 1) such that
sup
u∈[−a,a]2
‖|Nnu ‖| = O(νn) and sup
u∈[−π,π]2\[−a,a]2
‖|Pnu ‖| = O(νn);
(iii) we have λu = 1− 12Σ2u · u = O(|u|3);
(iv) there exists σ > 0 such that, for any u ∈ [−a, a]2, |λu| ≤ e−σ|u|2 and
e−
1
2
Σ2u·u ≤ e−σ|u|2.
Note that by taking u = 0 in the proposition we recover the estimate on
the rate of decay of correlations below. We state it here in a form suitable
for our purpose, in particular to prove the results of Section 3.
Theorem A.3 ([29]). There exist some constants C > 0 and θ ∈ (0, 1) such
that for all Lipschitz functions f and g from M¯ to R,∫
f ◦ T ngdµ¯−
∫
fdµ¯
∫
gdµ¯ ≤ Cθn‖f‖Lip‖g‖Lip. (14)
Moreover, if f is the indicator function of a union of components of ξk−k
and g is the indicator function of a union of components of ξ+∞−k then the
covariance in (14) is simply bounded by Cθn−2k.
However this information is not sufficient to control the recurrence for the
extended billiard map T , therefore we need a finer version.
A.2. Conditional uniform local limit theorem.
Here we prove the local limit theorem, Proposition 4.1, concerning the
billiard map T¯ and its Z2-cocycle Snκ.
Proposition 4.1. Let p > 1. There exists c > 0 such that, for any k ≥ 1,
if A ⊂ M¯ is a union of components of ξk−k and B ⊂ M¯ is a union of ξ∞−k
then for any n > 2k and ℓ ∈ Z2∣∣∣∣∣µ¯(A ∩ {Snκ = ℓ} ∩ T¯−n(B))− βe
− 1
2(n−2k) (Σ
2)−1ℓ·ℓ
(n− 2k) µ¯(A)µ¯(B)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ckµ¯(B)
1
p
(n− 2k) 32
where β = 1
2π
√
detΣ2
.
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Proof. The set T¯−kA is a union of components of ξ2k0 and T¯−kB is a union
of components of ξ∞0 . Let Aˆ = πˆ(π˜−1T¯−kA) and Bˆ = πˆ(π˜−1T¯−kB). Note
that π˜−1T¯−kA = πˆ−1Aˆ and π˜−1T¯−kB = πˆ−1Bˆ. Setting
Cn(A,B, ℓ) := µ¯(A;Snκ = ℓ; T¯
−nB),
we have
Cn(A,B, ℓ) =
∫
Mˆ
1Aˆ1{Snκˆ=ℓ} ◦ Tˆ k1Bˆ ◦ Tˆ n dµˆ
=
∫
Mˆ
P k(1Aˆ)1{Snκˆ=ℓ}1Bˆ ◦ Tˆ n−k dµˆ
=
1
(2π)2
∫
[−π,π]2
e−iu·ℓ
∫
Mˆ
P k(1Aˆ)e
iu·Snκ1Bˆ ◦ Tˆ n−k dµˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
a(u)
du.
We have
a(u) =
∫
Mˆ
Pnu (P
k(1Aˆ)1Bˆ ◦ Tˆ n−k) dµˆ
=
∫
Mˆ
P ku (1BˆP
n−k
u P
k(1Aˆ)) dµˆ
=
∫
Mˆ
P ku (1BˆP
n−2k
u (b
k
u)) dµˆ,
with bku := P
k
uP
k(1Aˆ). Set
a1(u) :=
∫
Mˆ
P k(1BˆP
n−2k
u (b
k
u)) dµˆ.
We have, since ‖|P ku − P k‖|L1→L1 ≤ |u|k‖κ‖∞,
|a(u)− a1(u)| ≤ ‖|P ku − P k‖|L1→L1
∫
Mˆ
1Bˆ |Pn−2ku (bku)| dµˆ
≤ ‖κ‖∞k|u|‖Pn−2ku bku‖νˆ(Bˆ)1/p
by the Ho¨lder inequality and since the norm ‖·‖ dominates the Lq norm. Let
us notice that by the Markov property supu∈[−π,π]2 ‖bku‖ = O(1), uniformly
in A and k. We have by Proposition A.2 (i) and (ii)
1
(2π)2
∫
[−π,π]2
|u|‖|Pn−2ku ‖|du =
∫
[−a,a]2
|u||λu|n−2kdu+O(νn−2k).
In addition, by Proposition A.2 (iv) we have∫
[−a,a]2
|u||λu|n−2kdu ≤ 1
(n− 2k) 32
∫
R2
|v|e−σ|v|2dv = O
(
1
(n− 2k) 32
)
, (15)
with the change of variable v =
√
n− 2ku. Therefore
Cn(A,B, ℓ) =
1
(2π)2
∫
[−π,π]2
e−iu·ℓ
∫
Mˆ
1BˆP
n−2k
u (b
k
u) dµˆ du+O
(
kµ¯(B)
1
p
(n− 2k) 32
)
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By the Ho¨lder inequality and since the norm ‖ · ‖ dominates the Lq norm
and according to points (i) and (ii) of proposition A.2, we have :
Cn(A,B, ℓ) =
1
(2π)2
∫
[−a,a]2
e−iu·ℓ
∫
Mˆ
1Bˆλ
n−2k
u Πu(b
k
u) dµˆ du+O
(
kµ¯(B)
1
p
(n− 2k) 32
)
.
We will use here and thereafter the notation fu = O(gu) to mean that there
exists some constant c∗ such that for all u ∈ [−a, a]2, we have |fu| ≤ c∗|gu|.
The differentiability of u 7→ Πu gives |‖Πu − Π0|‖ = O(|u|). Hence using
formula (15), we get
Cn(A,B, ℓ) =
1
(2π)2
∫
[−a,a]2
e−iu·ℓλn−2ku duµˆ(Bˆ)
∫
Mˆ
bku dµˆ+O
(
kµ¯(B)
1
p
(n− 2k) 32
)
.
For any u ∈ [−a, a]2, we have∫
Mˆ
bku dµˆ =
∫
Mˆ
eiu·SkκˆP k(1Aˆ) dµˆ =
∫
Mˆ
eiu·Skκˆ ◦ Tˆ k1Aˆ dµˆ = µˆ(Aˆ) +O(|u|).
Again, using formula (15) we have
Cn(A,B, ℓ) =
1
(2π)2
∫
[−a,a]2
e−iu·ℓλn−2ku duµ¯(B)µ¯(A) +O
(
kµ¯(B)
1
p
(n − 2k) 32
)
.
According to the point (iii) of proposition A.2, we have∣∣∣λn−2ku − e−n−2k2 Σ2u·u∣∣∣ ≤ c∗(n− 2k)e−σ|u|2(n−2k−1)O(|u|3).
Hence, proceeding similarly as in formula (15), we get
Cn(A,B, ℓ) =
µ¯(B)µ¯(A)
(2π)2
∫
[−a,a]2
e−iu·ℓe−
n−2k
2
Σ2u·u du+O
(
kµ¯(B)
1
p
(n− 2k) 32
)
=
µ¯(B)µ¯(A)
(2π)2(n − 2k)
∫
R2
e
−i v·ℓ√
n−2k e−
1
2
Σ2v·v dv +O
(
kµ¯(B)
1
p
(n− 2k) 32
)
with the change of variable v = u
√
n− 2k. Finally, using the formula of the
characteristic function of a gaussian, we get
Cn(A,B, ℓ) =
µ¯(A)µ¯(B)
(2π)2(n− 2k)2π
√
det(Σ2)−1e−
(Σ2)−1ℓ·ℓ
2(n−2k) +O
(
kµ¯(B)
1
p
(n− 2k) 32
)
,
which proves the result after obvious simplifications. 
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